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New Year new me is the saying that often gets thrown around by people when they are looking to improve 

something about themselves. Well, this year at Silicon Forest three pieces of our equipment told us this exact thing 

(I swear I’m not crazy). Two of our EKRA X5 stencil printers will be upgrading to brand new EKRA SERIO 4000s, 

whereas our flying probe will be upgrading from a 2005 SPEA 4040 to a brand new 4050. We are excited for the 

new features that each of these pieces of equipment showcase.  

One of the biggest differences that we are looking forward to on the 

new SPEA 4050 is the change in software. The new Leonardo software 

has a much friendlier user interface and we believe that it will decrease 

our programming time significantly. Not only will we have decreased 

programming time, but increased test coverage and capabilities with 

both the STZ (All Nets Short Circuit Test) and NZT (Nodal Impedance 

Test) options. The STZ uses the impedance that it measures from each 

net to ground to discover shorted nets. This differs from the traditional 

method of testing for shorts that uses the resistance between two 

points limited to adjacent pins and points. NZT testing uses the 

resistance and capacitance at the junction of each net to check for issues such as open pins or damaged I/O stages 

of ICs. We have high hopes that the NZT capability will increase our test coverage across many of the boards we 

test. 

For our new EKRA SERIO 4000 stencil printers we will get to experience both 

hardware and software upgrades. The new user interface is intuitive and 

simple to use. The cool auto-retractable clamping system will allow us to 

print right up to the edge of the PCB if needed. We opted for the heated 

dispensing option to allow application of additional solder paste when 

needed, as well as epoxy to help secure those pesky SMT components that 

may have put on a few too many pounds over the holidays. The automated 

board support tooling will simplify setup and reduce product changeover 

time and in addition, the printers will be equipped for communication with 

our 3D SPI (solder paste inspection) system for automatic adjustment of 

printing parameters based on inspection of the prints. We are excited to receive our new stencil printers so we can 

get them qualified and put them to work. 

Whether you are trying to go to the gym more, eat healthier, or possibly take an extravagant trip with your cat just 

remember that equipment here at SFE is always looking to better itself. Hopefully that gives everyone a little 

motivation. As always, if you have any questions or comments feel free to reach out to us here at SFE! 

Thanks for reading! 
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